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Figure 1: Comparison of ribosomes’ reconstructions using (a) WBP, (b) SART, our method with (c) basic energy computation scheme and (d)
seed-specific scheme. Corresponding graphs show the values on the indicated lines. These values are used to automatically detect ribosomes.
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1 Introduction and Related Work

Cryo Electron Tomography (cryoET) plays an essential role in
Structural Biology, as it is the only technique that allows to study
the structure and intracellular distribution of large macromolecular
complexes in their (close to) native environment. A major limi-
tation of cryoET is the highest achievable resolution, currently at
around 3 nm, which prevents its application to smaller complexes
and in turn to a wider range of important biological questions.

In cryoET, tomographic techniques are used to reconstruct 3D scat-
tering potential of the specimen from 2D projections taken at dif-
ferent perspectives with a Transmission Electron Microscope. The
methods currently in use, such as Weighted Back Projection (WBP)
or Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (SART), de-
liver noisy and low-contrast reconstructions, which complicates
further processing, ultimately limiting the achievable resolution.

Gordon and Herman [1971] first introduced Monte Carlo in Elec-
tron Tomography but their approach has never found a widespread
use. Recently, methods based on Metropolis-Hastings (MH) were
proposed [Barbuzza and Clausse 2011; Gregson et al. 2012] for
other application domains, but require a-priori information and/or
regularizers to obtain results with a sufficient quality. We extend
these MH algorithms to match the specifics of cryoET, thereby im-
proving the contrast and signal-to-noise ratio without the need for
any regularizers or a-priori information about the target specimen.

2 Our Approach

A key issue of the previous methods is their slow convergence. To
cope with that, we introduce an iterative coarse-to-fine reconstruc-
tion, using spherical samples, radius of which is decreased after
each iteration. This leads not only to major speed-up in conver-
gence but also significantly reduces noise in the final reconstruc-
tion. We also introduce two novel schemes to compute sample’s
energy. In the basic scheme we use input projections’ values,
sample radius, and total number of samples to compute the start-
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ing energy that remains constant throughout an iteration. In our
second, seed-specific, scheme we compute energy individually for
each MH chain based on the values of projection pixels influenced
by the chain’s seed. This improves contrast in the reconstructions
while also suppressing artifacts coming from cryoET not having
a full circle of projections (the so-called missing wedge problem).
We are currently investigating other energy computation schemes.
Also, previous methods do not address vignetting and their sam-
pling scheme actually breaks the ergodicity requirement of MH,
further emphasizing the darkening caused by it. Our approach han-
dles both problems, leading to higher quality reconstruction even at
the volume boundaries.

3 Results

We compare our novel seed-specific scheme with the original one
in [Gregson et al. 2012]. We perform a 2D reconstruction of Shepp-
Logan Phantom(SLP), measure relative RMSE and outperform the
original scheme by 13 percentage points. We also compare our
method to SART on SLP with a missing wedge, where our seed-
specific energy scheme notably suppresses the missing wedge ar-
tifacts. We also evaluate 3D reconstructions of real datasets (see
Fig. 1), achieving an improved contrast and thereby enabling a reli-
able automatic detection of the ribosomes. Our reconstruction sub-
jectively seems more blurry compared to SART or WBP and retain-
ing the contrast without loosing the sharpness is currently a work
in progress. We aim to achieve a resolution beyond 2 nm, which
alone would make cryoET a viable option for a whole new set of
biological questions.
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